The Mobeye Internet Portal adds functions and raises the safety level and user friendliness to an optimal standard. The Portal can only be accessed by using a Mobeye SIM card in a Mobeye device.

**MOBEYE SIM card**

The Mobeye SIM card is an M2M card, which is specific for devices. It enables ‘multi-network roaming’ which means you are assured of a strong and stable network. If the network fails, the unit will automatically switch over to another network.

The contract is activated online in your own portal environment. The card has a fair flat fee rate for Europe which covers all costs for the basic functions including alarm messages. You will receive an alert message when credits need to be topped up.

**Stand-alone**

Do you prefer to use your own SIM card? You can, but be aware that you will lose the additional Mobeye Internet Portal functionality. However, your Mobeye device will still call and/or send SMS text message to (max.) 5 preset telephone numbers after an alarm situation. Test messages and low battery warnings are sent via SMS.

Your own SIM card can be any 2G SIM. This may be a prepaid or post-paid, but preferably an M2M SIM card. Please note that some regular SIM cards refuse to work in any device other than a mobile phone.

**NOTIFICATIONS**

- To ‘alarm’ contacts
  - alarm notification per telephone call,
  - SMS text message and/or e-mail
- To ‘service’ contacts
  - notification on missed ‘keep alive’,
  - low battery voltage message

**ONLINE MANAGEMENT**

- Online assignment of device name and location as identifiers in messages
- Online management of device settings

**INFORMATION**

- Display of the status
- Display of historical events
- Display of logged values

**RELIABLE SIM**

- A ready-to-go and proven SIM card
- Roaming, choosing a strong network
- Primary using data and SMS as back-up
- No WiFi needed, communication via GSM